Attenuated strains of tobacco mosaic virus. Reduced synthesis of a viral protein with a cell-to-cell movement function.
Attenuated strains of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) have been used to protect crops against virulent strains. The synthesis of viral proteins and RNAs was investigated in protoplasts that had been infected separately with three tomato strains of TMV, virulent type L, and attenuated strains L11 and L11A. It was revealed that the mutations, which are responsible for the viral attenuation and have been mapped in the p126 (p184) gene, caused a reduction of the synthesis of the viral-coded p30 protein with a cell-to-cell movement function and its mRNA, but it had no significant effect on the synthesis of other viral proteins and RNAs in virus-infected protoplasts. Thus, it was shown that the attenuated strains can multiply as efficiently as the virulent strain in initially inoculated cells, but they can not spread efficiently outside the infected cells. In addition, it is suggested that a non-structural protein, p126 or p184, of TMV is involved in the synthesis of viral subgenomic p30 mRNA.